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Johannes Wilhelm Hofmann founded his “Electrical Apparatus 

Factory” in Radebeul near Dresden on � December 190�, which 

makes it the oldest worldwide manufacturer of electrical fittings. 

The company was involved from the start in the manufacture of 

products for connecting all kinds of electrical wires, with the aim 

of positioning itself as a full-range supplier with a comprehensive 

manufacturing and technology depth at a very early stage. 

RIBE as legal successor took over all the patents and the technical 

know-how and developed the business unit to achieve the present 

international importance of Richard Bergner Electrical Fittings. 

The RIBE Group is one of today’s leading international suppliers of 

electrical fittings, mechanical fasteners and technical springs. The 

group employs a workforce of about 1,485 at nine locations and 

produces a total sales volume of over 130 million EURO.

RIBE – A family business where tradition  
meets entrepreneurship and innovation 
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100 years of experience, a wide range of technologies, many  

registered patents and technology synergies within the RIBE Group 

promote the development, design and manufacture of complex  

innovative products and modules.

Highly motivated employees, a global presence and a broad product 

and technology portfolio are the key factors that determine the suc-

cess of RIBE.

All management generations strived to consistently direct RIBE 

towards customer and product segments that permit a high  

differentiation potential and demanding technology, many  

innovations, highly intensive R&D and high quality profiles, and 

hence expectations of above-average market growth.

For example, RIBE has registered over 300 patents for high-voltage 

line fittings alone in the past two decades.

RIBE – A development partner  
for electrical fittings
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An atmosphere of close and open cooperation has always existed 

between the management team and the employees in our com-

pany. A special corporate culture has developed from this, which is 

expressed on the market by a high degree of customer and quality 

orientation. 

RIBE supplies electrical fittings produced specifically to fit the 

precise purpose. We also provide support from the planning and  

construction stages through to manufacture and commissioning of 

the systems with competent application support and other services 

tailored carefully to the needs of our customers.

Speed and close ties with the customer go without saying and 

we achieve these through our team structures and structures for  

simultaneous engineering and project management. We are present 

for our customers throughout the world via our sales offices and 

license partnerships.

„Customer First“...
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We consider ourselves a full-line supplier with a broad range of  

products and know-how. Our customers profit from the technical 

competence we have acquired through decades of experience, 

research and development work. 

Careful tests are essential to achieve the high reliability demanded 

for the planned service life of the fittings. This is the only way to 

ensure a long lifetime and availability of the transmission system and 

protect our customers’ high investment costs.

The extensive RIBE product spectrum currently includes:

Fittings for high- and medium-voltage grids

· Overhead line fittings for insulator strings

· Overhead line fittings for conductor cables

· Special fittings (interphase spacers, bird flight diverters)

Fittings for fiber optic overhead cables (OPGW and ADSS)

· Suspension fittings (armor grip suspensions, C-suspension   

assemblies)

· Tension fittings (dead-end clamps, tension assemblies)

· Vibration dampers, cable fixing clamps, grounding material

Products and services
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Catenary fittings for standard-gage railways, industrial railways 

and local transport

· Components for catenary supports, masts and arms

· Wedge-type tension clamps, tension wheels, catenary separators

· Fittings for supply and return conductors

Our engineering services specialize in: 

· Vibration testing, calculations and measurements

· Compression and pressure testing

· Evaluation of dismantled wires and fittings 

· Evaluation of status of wires and fittings 

· Clamp fatigue testing 

· High-current testing

· High-voltage testing

· Electrostatic field calculations

· Contact testing

· Training of our customers’ installation staff

Fittings for outdoor substations 

· Bimetallic clamps

· Clamps for HVDC-substations
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The assurance of maximum product and service quality has been 

top priority ever since our company was founded. The focus is on  

customer orientation, as we regard quality as synonymous with 

fulfilling the customer’s expectations. 

Our daily business is characterized by continuous changes in tech-

nology, manufacturing structures, logistic flows and administrative 

procedures. Our quality strategy is therefore aimed at ensuring a 

permanent quality improvement process.  For this purpose, RIBE uses 

a standard Quality Management System that meets these demanding 

requirements and covers all products and information flows.

Clearly structured procedures and qualified, motivated employees 

together with our customers and suppliers form the RIBE Quality 

Circle. Our company is certified according to DIN EN ISO 9001 : �000.

Quality
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The engineering services group supports our customers in planning 

and designing their systems. We can plan systems and routes together 

with our customer’s engineers and optimize the number of fittings and 

vibration dampers required.

Other engineering services include conducting mechanical tests such 

as vibration measurements, compression tests and tensile tests, and 

preparing evaluations of dismantled cables. We offer our customers 

electrical testing services such as fatigue tests, high-current and high-

voltage tests, and calculation of electrostatic fields. We monitor the 

status of overhead lines and substations and analyze the ageing of 

electrical contacts in systems to customers’ orders. 

To ensure optimum maintenance of line systems, we also hold  

training courses for our customers’ staff.

Engineering services
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RIBE now has more than a century of experience in the manufacture 

and development of fittings for electrical grids. We can design our 

top-quality products to meet the customer’s exact requirements. 

Maximum flexibility and short delivery times are guaranteed.

RIBE always has the right solution for overhead line fittings for all 

types of insulators, whether composite, ceramic or glass. Our spec-

trum of overhead line fittings for DC and AC voltages ranges up to 

750 kV. Another RIBE domain covers special fittings for connecting 

and terminating cables.

You can ensure maximum reliability of your overhead line grids 

with tailor-made anti-vibration fittings from RIBE. The constant  

improvement of products is top priority at RIBE. 

Overhead transmission lines
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We have manufactured helical fittings since the start of the 60’s. We 

started developing and adapting helical fittings to the special needs 

of fiber optic overhead cables as soon as these cables first appeared 

at the end of the 70’s.

RIBE-OPTOFIT® fittings are specially designed to allow for the  

pressure sensitivity of optical fibers. The radial loads are distributed  

over large contact areas so that the necessary forces for holding the 

fiber optic cable are achieved without overloading the fibers. Our 

sophisticated damping concepts prevent damage to overhead cables 

and operational faults caused by wind-induced vibrations and ensure 

a long life for both the fiber optic cables and the vibration dampers.

The RIBE-OPTOFIT® system has been extensively tested together with 

the appropriate fiber optic overhead cables in our laboratory and 

has proved its reliability in decades of field operation. The available  

variety and the improvement of fiber optic overhead cables also 

necessitate constant improvement and development of new  

fittings. 

Optofit

©Statnett
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Our customers include railway companies, construction contractors, 

general contractors, consulting agencies, mining companies and 

companies from industry, for which we provide application support 

and many services ranging from planning and product development 

to finished production. We not only offer technical support and 

experienced project management, but can also take over the com-

plete handling of the order and all customer services.

Our products are available as a modular system, but we also  

manufacture custom fittings in our own factories to meet specific 

customer requirements. This ensures a high degree of flexibility in 

design, development and delivery. Our customers profit from our 

over 60 years of experience with catenary fittings: We guarantee 

outstanding performance and quality at reasonable prices.

Catenary fittings
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Locations

RIBE Electrical Fittings currently develops and produces at several 

locations in Europe. The fittings for telecommunication aerial cables, 

catenary systems and high-voltage overhead lines are manufactured 

in Schwabach. The parent company in Radebeul concentrates on  

products for high-voltage overhead lines, catenary systems and 

substations.

In �000, RIBE Elektroarmaturen GmbH (RIBE Subcon) was founded 

in Dornbirn/Vorarlberg. This company focuses on business with sub-

station fittings, from the development to the production and sales. 

This means RIBE is well equipped to meet the constantly growing 

requirements of the liberalized markets. In �003, we opened our own 

plant in Shanghai, our first location in China. Since �004, the sales 

business for catenary systems in China is concentrated in our sales 

office in Beijing.

International representatives

RIBE has many international representatives worldwide.

Austria
Belgium
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Croatia
Czech Republic
Finland
France
Hungary

Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Macedonia
Mexico
Montenegro
Netherlands
Norway

Poland
Romania
Serbia
Slovakia
Spain
Sweden
USA
Venezuela
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References
Transmission lines:

Vattenfall Europe  Interphase spacers

e.on  380 kV OHTL projects

RWE  Fiber optic fittings, damping concepts,  

  various fittings for voltage levels

  from 110 - 380 kV

ADWEA  400 kV / ��0 kV OHTL, United Arab Emirates

CEPS  380 kV OHTL nuclear power connection 

  to Prague, Czech Republic

Edasz    110 kV OHTL projects, Hungary

EEA  ��0 kV OHTL Cairo circle, Egypt 

Transelektric  Vibration damping projects, Scandinavia

Optofit:

AFL Focas  Great Britain, Norway, Sweden

Alcatel Optical Fiber  Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary,

  Mexico, Egypt, Sweden, Romania

Brugg Telekom  Hungary

Corning CS  China, Algeria, Ukraine, Poland

Draka Telekom   Slovenia, Bulgaria

Ericsson Cable   Sweden, Norway

Nkt cables (F&G)  Denmark, China, Taiwan

Siemens AG  Ukraine, India, Poland, Romania, Brazil
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Catenary fittings:

Electrification of Harbin – Dalian line, China

Electrification of Moscow – St. Petersburg line, Russia

Fittings and tension wheels for Betuweroute, Netherlands

Suspension clamps, Bucharest – Brasov, Romania

Electrification of Madrid – Barcelona high-speed line, Spain

Electrification of Cologne – Frankfurt high-speed line, Germany

Electrification of tram line – Athens, Greece

Engineering projects:

Load balance calculation of double suspension strings for Vattenfall and Avacon

Assessment of dismantled cables for e.on Netz

Damping concept for fjord crossings (Sunndals fjord 3,670 m span length,  

436 kN RTS) 

Aeolian vibration test for manufacturers of OPGW-cables (Draka, Brugg, LS)

Computer based vibration simulation of bundled conductors for e.on, Vattenfall

Special projects:

Bosporus (1,757 m), Suez Canal (700 m), Peene (780 m), Sormitztal (1,100 m), 

3 gorge crossings (1,800 m)



Richard Bergner Elektroarmaturen GmbH & Co. KG
Bahnhofstr. 8-16 · 91126 Schwabach · Germany · Telephone +49 91 22 / 87-0 · Fax +49 91 22 / 87-1506 

E-mail elektroarmaturen@ribe.de · Internet www.ribe.de EL
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